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Abstract Pervasive sensing has opened up new oppor-

tunities for measuring our feelings and understanding our

behavior by monitoring our affective states while mobile.

This review paper surveys pervasive affect sensing by

examining and considering three major elements of affec-

tive pervasive systems, namely ‘‘sensing,’’ ‘‘analysis,’’ and

‘‘application.’’ Sensing investigates the different sensing

modalities that are used in existing real-time affective ap-

plications, analysis explores different approaches to emo-

tion recognition and visualization based on different types

of collected data, and application investigates different

leading areas of affective applications. For each of the

three aspects, the paper includes an extensive survey of the

literature and finally outlines some of challenges and future

research opportunities of affective sensing in the context of

pervasive computing.

Keywords Mobile sensing � Affective computing � Affect

sensing � Emotion recognition � Context � Pervasive
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1 Introduction

This review article creates a platform for understanding the

growing field of pervasive affective sensing and offers

designers, computer scientists, and researchers from other

related disciplines an opportunity to further engage with

this field.

The proliferation of smartphones and sensor-based

technologies has opened up new territory with respect to

the development of systems that can recognize and process

human affective states. One of the key challenges in such

systems is the recognizing of people’s feelings and related

behaviors. Advances in pervasive sensing have enabled us

to measure peoples’ affective states in real-time situations

by harnessing the properties that such mobile and sensing

technologies now afford.

Affect plays an important role in our daily life and is

generally reported in the literature as a spontaneous mental

feeling or state [1, 2]. Emotions in general can overwhelm

the human body, which responds through various signals

that are manifested in physical and physiological forms.

Physical responses include facial expressions, voice into-

nation, gestures, and movements, whereas physiological

response indicators relate to respiration, pulse rate, skin

conductance, body temperature, and blood pressure. In

terms of human psychology, affect sensing can be

categorized as follows: self-reports, physiological record-

ings, and behavioral observations [3]. Self-reporting is an

explicit way to gather information related to a person’s

feelings or emotional state by using questionnaires or in-

terviews in order to report on one’s own state. Physio-

logical recording is an implicit way to identify emotional

reactions by recognizing the user’s physiological changes

with the use of biosensors. The behavioral observations

method is used to identify the user’s emotional state by
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observing their externalized reactions, such as facial ex-

pressions and speech. Affect has numerous models of

definition and typically follows two approaches: a catego-

rical approach, which models affect as a distinct category,

such as joy, anger, surprise, fear, or sadness, and a di-

mensional approach, which characterizes affect in terms of

several continuous dimensions, such as arousal or valence

[4].

The main goal of affective computing is the develop-

ment of systems and devices that are able to recognize,

interpret, and simulate human emotions [5]. Equipped with

cutting-edge sensing technology and high-end processors,

smartphones are able to unobtrusively identify human

emotions and are an ideal platform for delivering feedback

and behavioral therapy in an ‘‘all the time everywhere’’

pervasive computing model. Moreover, smartphones have

embedded sensing capabilities, such as the accelerometer,

microphone, positioning systems, compass, ambient light

detector, and proximity detector, which can be mainly used

to detect, recognize, and identify a user’s context and ac-

tivity. In addition, mobile social network data, phone net-

work data such as call detail records (CDR), and

application use can also help to discover the user’s context

and behavior. Wireless wearable biosensors can also be

used for measuring physiological signals, such as electro-

dermal activity, heart rate, temperature, and respiratory

rate. Information gathered from these sensors can be used

to make inferences about peoples’ states of affect.

In this paper, we survey existing affective mobile

sensing systems, related emotion recognition techniques,

applications, and the possible future developments emer-

gent in this research area. The motivation behind this ar-

ticle is to bring the latest developments in this field to

researchers interested in this area, whether specialist or

novice. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:

Sect. 2 describes pervasive affect sensing and defines the

elements that make up such systems. Section 3 provides an

overview of different sensing modalities used in natural

settings. Section 4 reviews existing approaches for affec-

tive state recognition and visualization. Section 5 discusses

the leading application areas of pervasive affective sensing.

Sections 6 and 7 outline some of the challenges and future

directions of pervasive affect sensing, respectively, and the

final section concludes this paper.

2 Pervasive affect sensing

The increasing popularity of pervasive sensing has led to

new research and application areas, one of which is af-

fective computing.

Smartphones are ubiquitous, unobtrusive, and sensor-

rich computing devices. They are carried by billions of

users every day; more importantly, their presence is likely

to be ‘‘forgotten’’ by their owners.

In recent years, the pervasive nature of mobile and

sensing technologies has driven the development of novel

affective applications. Pervasive sensing offers exciting

new possibilities for monitoring and analyzing the emo-

tional experiences of people in regard to the passive and

effortless collection of data streams that can capture user

behavior and emotions, anytime and anywhere. It provides

sensing modalities that are able to continuously produce a

rich stream of data that reflect a person’s emotional state.

In a pervasive setting, we can identify various aspects of

emotional states through monitoring a user’s voice, facial

expressions, behavior, activities, and physiological reac-

tions by utilizing the ubiquitous sensing capabilities of

these new technologies.

It is now possible to define pervasive affect sensing by

considering its three major characteristics: ‘‘sensing,’’ ‘‘ana-

lysis,’’ and ‘‘applications.’’ Firstly, sensing means gathering

affective data relating to people using pervasive tools such as

mobile phones, wearable sensors, and digital cameras. The

pervasive tools can be developed and then implemented in

order to gather self-reported data, physiological signals,

contextual data, facial expression, and speech. Secondly,

analysis can include affect recognition and visualization, in

which both are reliant on the gathered data and application

requirements. Thirdly, pervasive affective sensing has many

applications, promoting the health and well-being of indi-

viduals and communities. The existing applications can be

mainly categorized as affect ‘‘sharing’’ and ‘‘awareness,’’

‘‘mental health tracking,’’ ‘‘behavior change support’’ and

‘‘urban affect sensing.’’ In order to organize our review of

research, we present a format here that emphasizes the main

building blocks of mobile affective systems through a con-

sensual, componential model, see Fig. 1.

3 Emotion monitoring techniques

Mobile affective sensing is the process of collecting a va-

riety of affective data using different devices such as mo-

bile phones, wearable sensors, and cameras. The collected

data are combined to infer the emotional states by either a

categorical or a dimensional scale.

3.1 Self-reporting

Self-reporting is the most traditional method for gathering

people’s affect states. It is a subjective measure in which

subjects are asked to enter their emotional state manually.

A common self-report measurement is the verbal scale

in which words are used to describe the participant’s

emotional states. Another alternative to this is a self-report
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measurement that is based on pictograms or animated

cartoons instead of declarative words to represent certain

emotional states. Examples of such systems are the Self-

Assessment Manikin [6] and Emocards [7]. Other types of

measurement sets use a numerical scale to characterize

emotions in terms of different dimensions.

Generally, most of the research-based and commercially

available affective systems use the self-reporting method to

gather emotions directly. For example, Mappiness [8] is a

smartphone application that relies on self-reporting to elicit

the users’ feelings; it uses three emotional dimensions—

happy, relaxed, and awake. These are then used to inves-

tigate how their local environment—air pollution, noise,

and green spaces—affects people’s happiness. Self-re-

porting is also employed by WiMo [9] to allow users to

express and share the emotional feelings about a place

according to two scales: ‘‘comfortable’’ to ‘‘uncomfort-

able’’ and ‘‘like it’’ to ‘‘don’t like it.’’

Self-reporting is a relatively feasible and lightweight

method, but users may not be able to express or may not

wish to report their true emotions. Self-reports will only be

available at the times that users volunteer them.

3.2 Physiological signals

Recently, there has been an increase in the number of de-

vices that measure physiological signals. The wearability

and the wireless nature of many of these devices have

enabled researchers to look into detecting people’s emo-

tional states. Typically, patterns in the activities can be

identified that correspond to the expression of different

emotions. Recent development in wireless wearable

biosensors allows the detecting of emotion from physio-

logical signals in real-world situations. There are many

devices to measure one or a mixture of variables that

correspond to the physiological states of an individual. The

most common measures of physiological signals used in

mobile settings include:

• Electrodermal activity (EDA) that represents changing

electrical conductivity of the skin surface including

measures such as skin conductance (SC), and galvanic

skin response (GSR). Dermal activities can indicate the

level of arousal from low to high.

• Electrocardiogram (ECG) represents heart activity such

as heart rate variability (HRV) and pulse, blood

pressure (BP). Cardiovascular systems measure the

activity of the heart, which could indicate stress, and

valence, which ranges from negative to positive

emotions.

• Electroencephalography (EEG) that measures brain

activity, i.e., the central nervous system (CNS).

There are many wireless wearable sensors that are

available today to provide continuous physiological signal

measurements by connecting them to mobile platforms

such as Affectiva Q Sensor [10], BioHarness [11], BMS
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smartband [12], and NeuroSky [13]. Affectiva Q Sensor

measures emotional arousal via skin conductance, skin

temperature, and activity. BioHarness captures physio-

logical data including heart rate, respiration rate, thoracic

skin temperature, 3D activity, orientation, and position.

BMS measures skin conductance, skin temperature, ambi-

ent temperature, pulse wave, and motion. NeuroSky mea-

sures brainwave EEG and heartbeat ECG signals.

Physiological signals are often collected along with

other contextual parameters in order to create under-

standable mobile affective experience data. FEEL [14]

and Affective Diary [15] are two systems that use elec-

trodermal activity (EDA) to measure the arousal levels of

individuals while carrying out their daily activities, while

systems such as MOLMOD [16] use skin temperature and

heart rate to detect pleasure and arousal levels in different

locations. Perttula et al. [17] employ heart rate as a

measure of user experience in order to monitor the feel-

ings of ice hockey game audiences using mobile phones

with heart rate belts.

Most of these devices are small, can be carried in a

pocket, and do not restrict movement; physically, they are

unobtrusive and can be used for extended periods of time.

Along with mobile phones, they are able to capture large

amounts of data automatically. They offer long-term con-

tinuous data, based on the user’s emotional state; however,

the data are often one-dimensional and lack an explanatory

meaning for an observed preference or attitude, i.e., it may

be possible to tell that someone is emotional or stressed but

not directly possible to tell what provoked these emotional

responses.

Table 1 shows a variety of available physiological

sensors and the variables they measure. It can be seen that

patterns exist in what each given device measures.

Table 1 A comparison of

selected physiological sensors,

the variable they measure, its

connectives, and specifications
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3.3 Facial expression

Emotional states can be interpreted by observing a person’s

facial expression. A camera is required to capture either an

image or a video of the person’s face in order to detect

expressed emotions. The captured images are usually

segmented in order to observe individual movements of

facial muscles, including the muscles of the cheeks, eyes,

forehead, and chin, and the movements of the other parts of

the face including eyebrows and mouth.

In previous years, there have been many projects

dedicated to the recognition of facial expressions [18–20].

Commercially, two facial recognition systems have been

developed: FaceReader [21] is one of the first tools that are

capable of automatically analyzing facial expressions,

providing users with an objective assessment of a person’s

emotions.

Another commercially available system is Affdex [22],

an affective system that uses a webcam to interpret a per-

son’s emotional state from their facial expressions in real

time. It measures a range of emotion states including at-

tention, confusion, surprise, and dislike.

In terms of mobile platforms, new developments have

started to emerge recently. Mood Meter [23] is a recent

research project that uses facial expressions to measure

emotional states collectively in the wild. In particular,

Mood Meter has created an interactive installation that

automatically encouraged, recognized, and counted the

smiles of participants strolling by and deployed four of the

systems at major locations on a college campus for

10 weeks. The online ‘‘portrait gallery’’ continuously

showed the collected information using a variety of visu-

alizations and interactive graphs to represent smile inten-

sity at defined locations.

Although facial expressions can be used as the main cue

for emotion elicitation, these expressions can be ma-

nipulated. People can display various expressions which do

not reflect their actual feelings.

3.4 Speech

Recognizing emotion from speech has also been an ongo-

ing area of research that has been carried out in order to

convey a person’s emotional state: explicitly ‘‘what is

said’’ or implicitly (how it is said) [24].

The most common method of understanding a person’s

emotional state through speech is by analyzing the acoustic

features of speech and associating them with the emotional

state of the speaker [25]. Bänziger et al. [26] have argued

that statistics related to pitch convey considerable infor-

mation about emotional status. Speech-based emotion de-

tection is considered one of the most suitable applications

for interpreting emotion in the real world. For example,

Lee et al. [27] used k-NN classifiers, support vector ma-

chines (SVM), and linear discrimination in call center en-

vironments in order to distinguish between two emotions:

negative and positive. In mobile settings, the phone’s mi-

crophone or sound sensor can be used for recording both

human and environmental audio. For instance, StressSense

[28] is a mobile system that is able to detect stress in real-

life situations based on a user’s voice and using a smart-

phone’s microphone. EmotionSense [29] is also a mobile

platform that gathers segments of conversations in addition

to other context-based information including location,

movement, and proximity in order to infer the user’s

emotional state. The main drawback in developing appli-

cations for emotion recognition using speech analysis is

that these applications are not universal. They can only be

used in situations that use the language for which they were

developed.

3.5 Phone usage

Tracking the mobile usage and activity of a user can

indicate the context of their phone use. Many recent re-

search studies have attempted to investigate the possible

link between phone usage and the phone user’s feelings.

For example, MoodSense [30] analyzes various patterns of

mobile usage including application access, phone calls,

SMSs, e-mails, web browsing history, and location, to infer

the phone user’s mood according to two-dimensional

states: pleasure and activeness. MoodMiner [31] assesses

an individual’s daily mood in terms of three dimensions:

pleasure, tiredness, and relaxation. This is based on mobile

phone data including acceleration, GPS, call logs, and SMS

logs. EmotionSense [29] also employs GPS, acceleration,

and Bluetooth on mobile phones in addition to using a

sound sensor to get an understanding of the user’s feelings.

Nonetheless, most of the results reported in the afore-

mentioned projects remain preliminary until larger field

experiments can be conducted with a more diverse set of

participants. Running short experiments does not give

enough evidence of a correlation between behavior and

mood, since these small sets of trials do not take into ac-

count the changes in the user’s lifestyle, gender, age, or

current activities, and impacts arising from the local en-

vironment such as the weather and traffic.

3.6 Social networks

The rise of social networks has opened up new opportu-

nities for reliable affective assessment. This has meant that

researchers have been able to apply computational methods

to social media data to predict either an individual’s or a

community’s emotional state. Conceivably, the mood of a

community can be assessed based on interpreting the mood
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of messages on, for example, Twitter. A research project

called ‘‘Pulse of the Nation: U.S. Mood Throughout the

Day’’ [32] by the Northeastern University College and

Harvard Medical School used this approach to determine

how happy or sad Americans are. They analyzed more than

300 million tweets collected between September 2006 and

August 2009 from Twitter’s service to determine the mood

of America over a 24-h, 7-day period, and by geo-location.

As a result, their analysis indicated that people are much

happier on weekends, and the peak of happiness is on

Sunday mornings. Although their analysis is not on real-

time data, such projects open new frontiers for affective

systems that can use social networks in conjunction with

other sources to identify affect states in real time.

3.7 Mobile network data

Recently, mobile network data have become an important

resource as a part of pervasive sensing systems’ affect

analysis. Noulas et al. [33] have attempted to infer urban

social activity and location by analyzing mobile network

data from a telecommunication provider using geo-tagged

areas from the social network application Foursquare. The

aim was to predict the specific urban activity of an area

based on a supervised learning framework. In terms of

affective sensing, Kanjo et al. [34] have proposed a

framework to infer the mood of the city from mobile net-

work datasets with the long-term objective of combining

mobile data with sensor data. Their preliminary results

have shown that collective human communications in se-

lected areas of a city can reflect the social mood, which

could provide additional insights into how collective social

interactions shape urban sensing.

4 Data analysis

As previously stated, mobile phones have a higher memory

capacity and more processing power than ever before.

These developments have paved the way to powerful ma-

chine learning algorithms for statistical inferences, which

originated from sensor data to directly run on mobile

phones or in the cloud. In general, the basic analysis of

emotional data involves emotion recognition and visual-

ization. The following section discusses existing ap-

proaches to affect recognition and visualization.

4.1 Affective recognition

Recent advances in the area of mobile and sensor technolo-

gies have enabled user’s emotional states to be recognized in

real-life settings. Although it is possible to assess whether

someone is experiencing a particular emotion in an objective

manner, from a scientific research perspective, one of the

most challenging problems in affective computing is mea-

suring a person’s subjective emotional state.

Consequently, recent research has examined whether

emotional states are associated with specific and invariant

patterns of experience, physiology, and behavior.

Typically, recognizing emotional states has followed a

statistical, probabilistic, and machine learning approach,

where a huge amount of labeled data is collected for

training and testing a classifier [35]. This involves de-

signing experiments to collect data that then label it based

on such emotional models or different sets of emotional

states. Then, feature extraction and classification tech-

niques are applied to classify different emotional states.

Certainly, feature selection and classification techniques

can differ according to the emotion detected from mobile

phones and sensors, physiological signals, speech, facial

expression, and text. Basically, emotion recognition pro-

cessing involves capturing raw data, transforming it into

features, and then applying classification algorithms to

identify classes of emotions, as shown in Fig. 2. In the

following section, we will describe different emotion

recognition algorithms according to collected data.

4.1.1 Mobile phone context-based analysis

At an individual level, emotion can be recognized in real-

life settings using machine learning techniques to identify

patterns in individual behavioral activities that correspond

to different emotions. Based on this concept, recent re-

search has investigated the detection of emotions by

analyzing mobile phone data and sensors: MoodMiner [31]

infers the emotions of their owners based on different sets

of features and according to different emotional models.

MoodMiner classifies daily mood using three dimensions:

displeasure, tiredness, and levels of tenseness. It extracts a

set of individual’s behavioral features from mobile phone

communication logs and sensors including location, micro-

motion, communication frequency, and activity. Other

systems, such as MoodSense [30], also measure mood us-

ing two dimensions: pleasure and activeness. These di-

mensions are based on recognizing social interactions and

daily activities from mobile data. Social interaction is ob-

tained collectively from three types of data: phone calls,

SMS, and e-mails. Daily activities are represented by

browser history, phone application usage, and location

history. Using a simple clustering classifier, MoodSense

infers participants’ mood out of four categories with an

average accuracy rate of 61 %. It suggested that the ac-

curacy increased to 91 % when using personalized models

in which the model is trained using the user’s own data.

Lee et al. [36] propose an approach to recognize the

emotions of a mobile user by collecting, analyzing, and
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classifying mobile usage patterns, using sensory data. Ac-

cordingly, the data are collected to recognize the behavior

and context of the users when they use a certain applica-

tion. These data include the coordinates of touch positions,

the degree of device movement, current location, and

weather. From these data, ten features are extracted in

order to classify emotions into seven classes, including

happiness, surprise, anger, disgust, sadness, fear, and neu-

tral, using a Bayesian network classifier. To this end, a

system was built called the Affective Twitter client (i.e.,

AT client) that collects the aforementioned data while the

user writes a tweet on Twitter. They found that this system

could classify the emotions of the user with a high level of

accuracy.

Oh et al. [37] proposed a system that infers a user’s

activity and emotion based on collected mobile logs, using

Bayesian networks (BNs). Two BNs are constructed to

recognize the user’s high-level context from low-level in-

formation; this includes call logs, SMS logs, GPS, device

status, Bluetooth, and weather. One of the BNs is used in

two ways: one is used to calculate the probability of each

activity based on five factors that are a mobile device status

factor, a spatial factor, a temporal factor, an environmental

factor, and a social factor. The other BN uses the result of

the activity inference to infer the emotion; thus, the activity

has a direct influence on the user’s emotion. The result is

the probability of arousal and valance, which is then used

to indicate the user’s feeling according to eight states in-

cluding excited, happy, contented, relaxed, bored, sad,

upset, and nervous. ContextViewer is an interface that uses

this system to represent the user’s activity and emotion.

This is then presented as an icon in a phonebook and a map

browser for smartphones.

EmoSens [38] is a service recommendation framework

that works by sensing the emotional state of a user in order

to provide personalized recommendations that match a

user’s current emotional state. It is based on an affective

entity-scoring algorithm. The algorithm creates an affec-

tive scoring vector for each entity on a mobile device (such

as installed applications, multimedia content, and people’s

contacts). The vector is calculated as the difference be-

tween the prior and post-emotional states of the user. Based

on the affective entity scoring, EmoSens provides emotion-

based recommendations and tracks the user’s temporal

pattern of emotional change.

4.1.2 Physiological signal-based analysis

Human reaction to emotional events is manifested through

many changes in the patterns of physiological signals such

as heart rate and respiratory rate. This means that,

physiological signals can be measured using biosensors and

then analyzed in order to identify the emotional state that

an individual feels. To be precise, physiological signals are

combined with other contextual information in order to

correlate the emotional reaction to its stimuli. For example,

FEEL [14] is a mobile phone-based system that measures

the stress level of social interactions on mobile phones,

such as calls, an incoming SMS, a new e-mail, a meeting in

the phone calendar. It also analyzes the corresponding

EDA recording. Subsequently, EDA signals are prepro-

cessed, normalized, and analyzed to classify each interac-

tion as a stressful or non-stressful event. Generally, the

system works on a learning phase where the user is asked

to rate their stress level on a seven-point Likert scale after

each interaction. The system stops asking the user when it

has collected a sufficient number of samples, so it can

predict the stress level confidently. Other systems such as

MOLMOD [16] use skin temperature and heart rate to infer

the user’s feelings toward a location. They propose a

Fig. 2 Basic steps of the emotion recognition process using mobile technology
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feeling model that maps the average of the two sensor

readings into a value that represents one of eight feelings

relating to the Russell Model (i.e., surprise, excitement,

happiness, calmness, sleepiness, depression, sadness, and

stressfulness). Then, the mood of the location is calculated

as a proportion of the eight feelings experienced by all the

people visiting that place. Moreover, NeuroPlace [39] ex-

ploited people’s EEG signal in making sense of outdoor

places. In this work, brain activity signals are analyzed in

order to discriminate between stressful and non-stressful

places to recommend places for therapeutic relief or to

restore one’s well-being.

4.1.3 Speech-based analysis

Vocal characteristics can be used to infer people’s emo-

tional states [3]. Moreover, speech is considered low-cost,

and a non-intrusive signal that encodes affective informa-

tion. In general, acoustic features, such as pitch and

speaking rate, are decomposed in order that they can be

associated with the emotional state of the speaker. Pitch is

considered as an indication of stress and the arousal levels

of the speaker [21].

There has been a growing interest in inferring stress and

emotions from recording speech using mobile phone-based

sensors. The Affective and Mental health MONitor

(AMMON) [40, 41] is a speech analysis library that is

designed to work on mobile phones, to recognize emotions

and analyze the mental stress of the user based on voice.

AMMON is evaluated against speech under simulated and

actual stress (SUSAS) [42], a dataset which is the most

common dataset used for stress detection tasks.

EmotionSense [29] recognizes emotions by analyzing

audio recording samples along with other context data and

detects emotion as five broad types: happy, sad, fear, anger,

and neutral. In EmotionSense, the emotion recognition

process is based on Gaussian mixture model (GMM)

classifiers, and it trains its emotion classifier using an

emotional speech dataset of emotional prosody speech and

a transcripts library. In addition, StressSense [28] detects

stress in real-life situations from a human voice that is

recorded using a smartphone’s microphone. The Stress-

Sense classifier is based on a non-iterative maximum a

posteriori (MAP) adaptation scheme for GMMs that is

trained on real speech data. The StressSense classifier can

robustly identify stressful and neutral situations across

multiple individuals in diverse acoustic environments.

4.1.4 Facial expression-based analysis

Facial expression analysis is required to discriminate be-

tween different emotional states. Emotion detection

techniques for the face can be applied to either a static

image or a dynamic video. The leading method of clas-

sifying emotion from facial expression is Facial Action

Coding System (FACS) [43, 44]. It was developed to

measure facial activity to identify emotions. FACS mea-

sures facial activity and classifies its motions into six

basic emotions: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and

surprise [45]. In addition, SHORE [46] is another

framework that can detect faces and recognize emotion

from facial expressions. SHORE identifies five types of

emotion: ‘‘happy,’’ ‘‘angry,’’ ‘‘surprised,’’ ‘‘sad,’’ and

‘‘neutral.’’ It provides a percentage of the probability for

the first four emotions. Thus, the face is identified as

expressing the given emotion if the probability of an

emotion is higher than the set threshold. Otherwise, the

emotional state is identified as ‘‘neutral.’’

The idea here is to use a camera to identify faces and

analyze emotional expressions. Based on this technique,

MoodMeter [23] has measured the happiness of people in

the MIT community by detecting smiling and non-smiling

faces from real-time video streams from the campus. The

detection of smiles supports the analysis of a smile’s in-

tensity in the campus over time at four different places.

Their analysis was composed of two machine learning

tasks: face detection and facial feature analysis that were

implemented using the SHORE framework. In a similar

way, the Feel-o-meter project [47] uses a camera that

captures the faces of passersby and classifies them as either

happy, sad, or indifferent. It then represents the results of

collective emotions as a giant smiley face placed on a

public building.

4.1.5 Text-based analysis

A huge number of messages are posted every day in the

form of SMSs, e-mails, and on social network sites.

Emotions seem frequently to be important in these texts for

expressing friendship, revealing one’s mood, or showing

moral support to other people. Many algorithms have been

devised to identify emotions and sentiment strength in this

modern form of communication. ANEW ‘‘Affective Norms

for English Words’’ [48] is one of several projects to de-

velop sets of normative emotional ratings for collections of

emotion elicitation from English words. For instance, the

‘‘Pulse of the Nation’’ project [32] revealed the mood of the

USA by analyzing the affective content of Twitter feeds

during a defined period of time. The tweets were assigned a

mood score by calculating the number of positive or

negative words it contained based on a (ANEW) list. The

analysis output is the average mood score of all of the

users, hour by hour, that can be presented as a series of

time-varying mood maps.

Besides the analysis of formal English words in texts,

informal text English analysis was also investigated [49],
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using new methods to exploit the de facto grammars and

spelling styles of texts in modern communication. Sen-

tiStrength uses a custom built dictionary of popular non-

standard English words that are often used in SMS

messaging in order measure the sentiment strength implied

by the text.

Similar to speech recognition, applications for emotion

recognition based on text analysis are not universal. It can

only be applied to words or sentences of a particular

language.

4.2 Affective data inference and visualization

Visualization makes it easier and faster to find similarities,

patterns, and correlations between affective states in dif-

ferent contexts and at different scales. Therefore, visual-

izations are important when working with sentimental data

to make insightful decisions; however, visualizing the af-

fective data is very task and domain specific.

In the literature, affective information is pictured in

map-based visualization to represent collective emotion.

Among the first to do this, Matei et al. [50] created a

mental map that reported people’s feeling of fear and

comfort corresponding to different places. It was illustrated

as digital, subjective, and collective layers that were added

to maps of Los Angeles. Similarly, BioMapping [51] is an

art project by Christian Nold who created an emotion map

for San Francisco that visualizes traces of high and low

arousal. In BioMapping, each participant is asked to ex-

plore a neighborhood area carrying a GPS to indicate the

participant’s location and an EDA to reveal the person’s

emotional arousal.

To harness the potential of mobile phones as any-

where–anytime devices, real-time visualization becomes a

natural technique to represent an affective state in the

wild. For instance, Mood Meter [23] visualized the mood

of the campus on a heat map that showed the intensity of

smiles in each location with a higher smile count indi-

cated as ‘‘hotter’’ regions, along with four gauge meters

that displayed the average intensity of smiles in each lo-

cation. The Feel-o-meter [47] on the other hand used a

large smiley face sculpture that was placed on top of a

building to reflect the mood of the city. Moreover, Map-

piness [8] uses a colored geographical map to represent

happiness across the country, in addition to charts that

reported the happiness of each participant in different

contexts. Globally, Glow [10], which is a smartphone

application, aims to discover how people are feeling

around the world, and it aggregates and visualizes the

rating of users’ feelings using a heat map that shows how

people are feeling using different colors that range from

red (not so awesome) to blue (awesome).

5 Applications

Pervasive sensing has opened up opportunities for devel-

oping new applications based on collecting affective in-

formation in pervasive situations.

In what follows, we discuss a number of the emerging

leading application domains which can be categorized ac-

cording to their use cases into four categories: ‘‘affect

sharing,’’ ‘‘mental health tracking,’’ ‘‘behavior change

support,’’ and, finally, ‘‘urban affect sensing.’’

5.1 Data sharing and awareness

Emotional awareness and emotion sharing can play a role

in improving people’s health and mental well-being when

attempting to encourage social behavior change [52].

Emotion sharing and awareness can be implemented effi-

ciently via mobile devices [53]. For instance, Aurora [54]

is a mobile application whose primary function is emotion

recording and sharing. The research team at Cornell

University developed Aurora to provoke and energize so-

cial emotion sharing. It uses photographs as a mean of

expressing and exchanging emotions. The pilot study found

that Aurora motivated people to be more aware of their

emotions and to share them with others, which led to a

boost in people participating in socially supportive be-

haviors with others. Also, WiMo [9] and Glow [10] prompt

people to share their emotional feelings in relation to

public spaces. WiMo and Glow are two mobile applica-

tions that enable users to share and communicate their

emotions relating to places through geo-emotional tagging.

5.2 Mental health tracking

Mobile applications have the potential for monitoring

people’s mental health and well-being, as well as sup-

porting related interventions [55]. The mobile phone is

considered as an excellent tool to offer real-time

monitoring, support, and guidance for the benefit of pa-

tients, caregivers, and healthcare professionals. For in-

stance, Empath [56] is a real-time monitoring system that

detects and tracks depression symptoms. It collects be-

havioral data such as speech, sleep, weight, and movement

using wireless sensors, a touch screen station, and a mobile

device. The reported results provide information about the

patient’s state and help assessing and tracking the patient’s

symptoms. Optimism App [57] is another mobile

monitoring application that enables users to log their

mental health. It records self-reported mood, along with

medication intake, exercise, and sleep quality to produce

mood charts. It is recommended by psychiatrists and

therapists to monitor mental health. Mobilyze [58] is a
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mobile phone application for depression that predicts the

patients’ mood, emotions, activities, environmental con-

text, and social context based on the information available

on the phone (i.e., recent calls and active phone applica-

tions) and from the phone sensors (i.e., GPS, Wi-Fi,

Bluetooth, accelerometer, and ambient light). Psychlog

[59] is also a mobile phone application that is designed for

mental health research. It collects the users’ psychological

data through self-reported questionnaires, physiological

and activity data via a wireless electrocardiogram equipped

with a three-axial accelerometer. The aim is to monitor the

psychological and physiological states of the users, their

activities over time and to investigate the relationship be-

tween them.

5.3 Behavior change support

Facilitating mobile phones for affect sensing is potentially

valuable for promoting behavior change interventions.

Knowing the affective state, a mobile application can po-

tentially provide an instant and personal intervention along

with therapies to improve the mental and physical health of

people individually or as part of a community. For this

purpose, Morris et al. [60] present a mobile phone appli-

cation to provide emotional self-awareness and therapies

for cardiovascular disease. The application provides mood

reporting and mobile therapies. The application captures

the user’s mood using a single-dimensional mood scale

relating to anger, anxiety, happiness, and sadness in addi-

tion to a touch screen scale on the mood map that represents

the circumplex model of emotion. The mobile therapies

include a breathing meter, body scan, which is a physical

relaxation animation, and mind scan, which a series of

cognitive reappraisal exercises. Such applications could

facilitate people’s access to psychotherapies over mobile

phones.

5.4 Urban affective sensing

Additionally, there is the potential for pervasive affective

sensing to make sense of urban spaces. In the literature,

urban affective sensing is currently exploited to understand

the affective reactions of people toward specific places or

context across time and space dimensions.

In regard to urban planning, pervasive sensing has the

potential to model people’s affective reactions toward

space. ‘‘Sensing the city’’ [61] presents studies of the po-

tential defining qualities of a place according to how people

sense their surroundings. Using sensors, the study mea-

sured physiological signals, skin conductance, and skin

temperature, in addition to noise level in order to explore

the correlation between stress levels and noise load. This

study shows the possibilities of using psychophysiological

monitoring in urban planning.

Recently, the EmoMap project [62] developed a

crowdsourcing approach to collect the affective experi-

ences of people toward space (anytime and anywhere). The

project involved collecting, modeling, and visualizing

people’s experiences of space. The project designed a

mobile application that gathers affective data using a self-

reported method. It asks users to rate their affective ex-

perience on a seven-point Likert scale for each of the fol-

lowing parameters: pleasant, comfort, safety, diversity,

attractiveness, and relaxation. The aim of the project is to

build emotion-aware navigation services for pedestrians.

Additionally, an open online database called ‘‘OpenEmo-

tionMap.org’’ [63] was established, which contained all the

data collected from the project EmoMap.

The ‘‘Sense of Space’’ project [64] is a work in progress

that investigates how people’s feelings are affected by their

surrounding’s environmental conditions by integrating

wearable sensors into smartphones to gather all the re-

quired emotional and environmental data and then visual-

izing the results as a mental map.

For research purposes, Mappiness [8] studied people’s

happiness in relation to their local environment. Through

the mobile application, the project asked users to rate how

happy, relaxed, and awake they were in addition to sup-

plying some contextual information, such as their activity

and company. Then, users’ locations were determined

automatically using the GPS of the mobile phone; these

coordinates relate to systems which provided information

on environmental and weather conditions. Consequently,

this results in relating users’ feelings to features of the

environment. As an outcome, the project found that par-

ticipants are significantly happier outdoors in any natural

or green habitat type than in the urban environment.

Likewise, a research project called ‘‘Track Your Happi-

ness’’ [65] studied factors that affect people’s happiness

in their daily lives by examining the causes of the hap-

piness in relation to a set of subjective user responses.

This project gathered the required information about a

person’s feelings and their current activities, locations,

company, and time of day via a smartphone application.

Accordingly, people can track their happiness and find out

what factors are associated with greater happiness in a

personal or collective manner. Mappiness collected the

location parameter as geographical positions, whereas

‘‘Track Your Happiness’’ used the user’s contexts (e.g., at

home, at work, in a car). Figure 3 exemplifies the various

common terminologies used in urban affective sensing

research. The figure also summarizes the relationships

between the main characteristics and issues related to this

application domain.
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6 Research challenges

There are many research challenges that relate to the de-

sign of pervasive affect sensing systems, and each of these

challenges is multifaceted. In this section, we discuss some

of these challenges in order that other researchers might

understand them in the context of the rest of the paper.

Firstly, efficient inference algorithms need to be developed

that are able to extract high-level information from the

available raw emotion data. Secondly, it is important that

any system that is developed should be easily pro-

grammable and highly configurable. This is important be-

cause we need to take into account the user and also the use

context. Obviously, this is highly important for specialized

contexts. The adaptable and configurable nature of such

systems is a key to their use in experimental settings where

different types of experiments will have specific require-

ments. Thirdly, it could be argued that in order to get a

large number of user groups, there needs to be a degree of

incentive given to users in order to get them to participate

in an experiment. Lastly, spatial and temporal visualiza-

tions need to be developed in order to allow for the analysis

of the system and the dissemination of information and

related findings in both real-time and historical contexts.

Within this next section, we highlight some of the issues

that arise from the literature in regard to pervasive affective

systems. In this section, we further discuss and articulate

the challenges and issues relating to both the use and de-

velopment of such systems.

6.1 Privacy

There has been much research conducted in the recent

years in relation to the privacy implications of mobile

sensing [66]. In most of the aforementioned research, de-

ployments in an urban setting take collated user data that,

when analyzed together, are able to represent an

understanding of place. Personal location information is

not singled out.

However, researchers need to be aware of the potential

risks relating to the invasion of privacy in relation to the

recording of: voice, photos, SMS, emotions, physical be-

havior, and even intention can be recorded. An effective

relationship should be built between system developments

on the one hand, and with privacy rights, ethical computing

and the formulation of social policy on the other, to pro-

mote and guard the privacy rights of participants. Also, it is

vital to take an extra protection measure when it comes to

processing the data on the cloud, which requires the

transfer of raw data. For example, processing a conversa-

tion on a mobile phone will not reveal the speakers’

identities; however, transferring the whole conversation to

a remote server for cloud-processing could cause concern.

In most of the related emotion frameworks, users’ par-

ticipation should be encouraged by guaranteeing their

privacy.

6.2 Data integrity

Many sensor-based technologies, including physiological

and brain activity sensors, are still in their infancy. In many

respects, this is highly problematic, as this may contribute

to corrupted or erroneous data being produced. To prevent

this data from degrading the accuracy of any results, the

devices or the data in question need to be identified and

discarded from the pool of tasked devices and sensed data.

Research on reputation systems that cater for both data

integrity and the requirements and specifics of the sensing

scenarios is therefore required. However, it is not only at

the systemic level of the technology that it is important to

understand data integrity and analysis. In understanding the

responses and data produced by pervasive affective sys-

tems, one must engage in multidisciplinary discourses and

debates in order that the data can be properly analyzed and

interpreted. It is then that the true value of such multidis-

ciplinary research approaches can add to our understand-

ings in regard to the data produced.

6.3 Limited datasets and lack of generality

When it comes to emotion analysis at the level of a city or a

place such as a shop or school, it is important to run large

number of experiments which include a wide range of users

of different abilities, gender, age, race, etc. It is important

not only to run such experiments with large and diverse

user groups, but also to run these experiments in a variety

of different contexts. In order to accomplish this, it may be

advantageous to use mobile technologies that enable the

researcher to examine the participants’ affective responses

as they move from one context to another. Determining a
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participant’s response to an ever changing set of environ-

mental factors while they are mobile may be challenging,

but it is important to remember that if we are to study the

real world, in the ‘‘wild’’ [67] (responses that people have

in their day-to-day lives), these are challenges that have to

be understood and met.

6.4 Diversity

Generally speaking, affective mobile sensing requires a

large number of participants to make sense of people’s

behavior toward a place or in a specific situation. These

users differ from one another in a variety of ways, for

example, physical differences such as sex, weight, height,

or health. Beyond these physical differences, there are also

differences that are based on culture, education, and life-

style (e.g., diet and work). These can affect the perfor-

mance of a specific model or classification. For example,

rating shops in Shopmobia [68] will give different results

when the emotion data are collected from female users than

from males. Their age can make a significant difference

too. Any future data classification method should attempt

to address the issues related to diversity when the number

of participants scales to such a high level. Recently, a

number of methods have attempted to capture similarity in

human behavior, with methods such as community simi-

larity networks [69] being proposed. The underlying idea is

to generalize findings by identifying citizens who can be

treated as uniform for the sake of emotion inference.

6.5 Advocacy and civic engagement

A number of challenges remain when it comes to user

participation and engagement. Currently, most mobile

sensing applications rely on a small number of volunteers

to gather data, and this means that the amount of collected

data can be limited. This by its very nature could hinder the

large-scale deployment of mobile affective applications.

For instance, the lack of incentives for users to par-

ticipate in mobile affective sensing can lead to a lack of

participation and, therefore, data. To participate, users have

to trigger their sensors to measure physiological data (e.g.,

to obtain EDA measurements), which may use up the

battery of their smartphone. Also, the user may have to

move to a specific location to sense the required data.

A large number of users are needed to participate in

various campaigns in order to understand the peoples’

behavior in the city, and in natural resources planning and

services, all using data that are systematic and can be

validated. A piece of recent research has started to address

the problem of providing privacy-aware incentives for

mobile sensing [70]. They have adopted a credit-based

approach that allows each user to earn credits by

participating in experiments and contributing the data

without leaking which data they have contributed. Mass

use participation can bring to light hazards, personal safety

concerns, cultural assets, or other data relevant to urban

planning. What is the effect of various triggers on the

user’s compliance? How can we give incentives to users in

order to get them to participate? When is the right moment

for providing an intervention?

6.6 Battery life

The availability of sensors on mobile devices, such as

mobile phones offers new capabilities that can con-

tinuously monitor emotional state and behavior change.

Many of the affective sensing applications often run in the

‘‘background’’ in an attempt to continuously sense the

user’s context, which quickly depletes the mobile device’s

battery. The use of supplementary low-power processors

has been proposed on mobile devices used for continuous

personal activity monitoring [71]. The research suggests

that a low processing power design could be beneficial to

run simple and frequent sampling and buffering, and

arithmetic operations. Other complicated tasks require a

careful dynamic job scheduling system, based on accurate

resource monitoring at runtime. Understanding the efficient

use of the low-power processor could provide a more

thorough understanding of this problem space. For exam-

ple, this may raise some fundamental questions, such as

which segments of the application are most efficient when

hosted on the low-power processor, and when is it appro-

priate for the system to use it? In EmotionSense [24], the

energy efficiency issue was tackled by dynamically

adapting the sensor duty cycling in order to increase the

sampling rate when the user’s context changed.

There are a plethora of research-related questions in

relation to power consumption on mobile devices: How do

we design for this in relation to sensor sampling adaption,

how do we monitor power consumption, and how do we

then design systems that can effectively control this?

Would it be possible to use a general model or would it be

better to develop a context-aware management system, will

this be automated, or user configurable? Are there generic

domain models that might allow for the development of,

for example, pollution monitoring, certain sorts of emo-

tional responses, and if so, how will we develop different

sensor control techniques?

7 Future directions, understandings, and issues

In this final section, we have taken a somewhat unortho-

dox, yet carefully reasoned approach in order to appro-

priately understand some of the issues and the future
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direction and development of mobile affective sensing

systems. In order to further expand upon our debate, we

elicited the opinions of experts in regard to the future di-

rection and core issues relating to the research field. Within

this section, we offer up a series of varying arguments from

experts related to this field of research. The researchers

were from different organizations ranging from MIT to

Cambridge University, and their contribution is noted

within the ‘‘Acknowledgements’’ section of this journal

paper.

7.1 Social implications

We take it for granted that one is able to develop systems

that are able to both recognize and respond to human

emotional states, but as one of our respondents wrote ‘‘One

of the key challenges confronting the field of affective

computing is to recognise and respond to the incarnate

social foundations of ‘‘affective sensing’’ (i.e., our mun-

dane ability as human beings to see, recognise and respond

appropriately to one another’s emotional states), as given in

the real world to real people in the course of their ordinary

interactions and its observable location in embodied con-

duct and which provides for the ascription of putative

‘‘inner’’ conditions and states.’’ Where, how, and when is

appropriate to intervene, recognize, and respond? What are

the appropriate actions and how do we develop systems

that are able to do this? At a cursory glance, affective

computing systems might seem like simple systems that

react to a factor. The issue that faces both the developer

and designer of such systems is that they are in many re-

spects attempting to replicate what is a human experience,

skills that are learned and honed over a lifetime and are an

important part of our existence.

7.2 Applied technology in the wild

Another key researcher in the field importantly noted that,

‘‘Most of the research from computer science has been very

functional—we care about the prediction accuracy, some-

times even without considering the ‘‘why’’ and the

‘‘how’’.’’ However, this does not take into account the uses

of such technologies in the ‘‘real world.’’ Studies have

highlighted this [72–74] and have discussed the importance

of this and the use of, for example, ethnomethodologically

inspired ethnographic studies [75] that can inform both the

design and understanding of pervasive systems. As we

further develop, design, and produce pervasive affective

systems, a key aspect of understanding these will be the use

of mixed methods, inspired by the social sciences that take

note of the ‘‘lived’’ experience that users will have of this

technology. Longitudinal studies could also be employed in

order to fully understand the complex issues that impact

upon users over sustained periods of use. As we move from

the laboratory to the living room, our understanding of

technology and applications will fundamentally be both

challenged and change.

As we have just discussed, a move from the laboratory

to the real world is imminent, but what will these appli-

cation areas be and will such technologies be robust, reli-

able and private.

7.3 Privacy, ethics, and the medicalization

of technology

A key concern of the experts that reported back was one of

privacy. Privacy is a complex issue and one might argue,

something that people have managed and dealt with prior

to the existence of digital technologies. However, affective

technologies when combined with ubiquitous systems

mean that there is a very strong possibility that our emo-

tional responses, both residual and in response to stimuli

may be available to be perceived, interpreted, and used by

the system. As yet we do not know how this might be

accomplished, but there is a danger that such information

may become public or that data might be used for purposes

that they was not intended, e.g., medical assessments of

people without their prior consent. So the problem is not

only one of privacy it is one of ethics too, and one that the

researcher in such a field needs to be aware of.

As one researcher wrote in regard to the ethics of self-

medication and diagnosis, ‘‘On the whole promoting

awareness of emotional states tends to be seen as a good

thing, leading to a greater sense of self-control. However,

the proliferation of apps that allow this—outside of medical

supervision—is effectively like buying prescription drugs

online fore self-medication.’’ And although we need to be

aware of the issues relating to the medicalization of perva-

sive affective systems, there are opportunities that may arise

from the appropriate development of such systems. Indeed,

we need to ask ourselves, ‘‘Can sensing applications be

designed to modify physical behavior and encourage more

positive behavior and hence more positive mental state?’’

We must always be aware that as one expert pointed out,

‘‘Studying questions related to affect, health, or well-being

using technology is inherently a multidisciplinary endeav-

or, as it requires expertise in both the technology being

used and the behaviour under investigation.’’

8 Conclusion

The purpose of this paper has been to examine the use of

pervasive affect sensing in terms of the literature and as an

applied technology. To this end, we have reviewed and

represented such works from a number of different angles
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in order to give a real-world perspective on the ways that

mobile affective sensing has been used and is developing,

as a research field in its own right.

Various pervasive affective sensing systems are growing

toward improving and maintaining the well-being of hu-

man beings in non-controlled settings. As we described,

pervasive sensing technologies that quantitatively measure

the emotional experiences of individuals in real-world

scenarios will provide us with an extraordinary opportunity

to monitor useful behavioral and contextual information

related to users. Understanding the link between people’s

emotions and behavior in different contexts will guide the

next generation of real-world applications to accommodate

people’s cognitive and emotional requirements. Finally,

aggregation of emotional and behavioral data across places

over time and in relation to individuals is vital to the de-

velopment of emotional models that best describe people’s

feelings in real-world situations. This in turn will inform,

support, and energize those who seek to change behavior.

In order to realize the full potential of mobile affective

sensing, some issues need further investigation. In general,

pervasive affect systems measure either personal or col-

lective emotions or both. Personal sensing is concerned

with monitoring the emotions of one individual. On the

other hand, collective sensing relates to measuring the

emotion of many individuals, which can be aggregated

spatially or temporally to provide an impression of emo-

tional responses for a group of people. Therefore, the

participatory sensing of emotion would need to be sig-

nificantly powerful to recognize collective emotion pat-

terns of a group of people in certain area or context.

Crowdsourcing through participatory sensing opens new

domains for affect recognition and behavior change sup-

port. Therefore, a new large-scale data collection analysis

and visualization methods are required for new kinds of

applications that can scale from an individual, to a target

community or even the general population.

Furthermore, pervasive affective systems may endanger

people’s privacy. These systems have to collect informa-

tion about people’s feelings and activities along with their

spatiotemporal context. However, the granularity of data

collection can be tuned in different ways depending on the

application needs to preserve privacy [61]. However, de-

veloping polices and mechanisms to preserve privacy in

real-world affect sensing are mandatory. Finally, affective

applications require the collection of data from pervasive

devices on a continuous basis; this consumes a consider-

able amount of their battery life. To address this, a sam-

pling rate has to be adjusted to make a trade-off between

energy consumption and accuracy, thus resulting in energy

savings. This demonstrates that an optimization method-

ology is essential for yielding energy-aware pervasive af-

fective systems.
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